World Architecture Festival and PEFC present:

The Best Use of Certified Timber Prize

Shortlisted projects
ADOHI HALL

ARCHITECT NAME
Mackey Mitchell

CATEGORY
Housing

COUNTRY
United States

Photo credits: Tim Hursley
ARIAKE GYMNASTICS CENTRE

ARCHITECT NAME
Nikken Sekkei

CATEGORY
Sport

COUNTRY
Japan

Photo credits: Kentchi Susuki/Nikken Sekkei
CLIMATORIUM CLIMATE CENTRE

ARCHITECT NAME
3XN Architects

CATEGORY
Higher Education & Research

COUNTRY
Denmark
DARAMU HOUSE

ARCHITECT NAME
Tzannes

CATEGORY
Office

COUNTRY
Australia

Photo credits: Ben Guthrie/Brett Boardman
HARBOUR KIOSK

ARCHITECT NAME
LAAB

CATEGORY
Shopping

COUNTRY
Hong Kong, China

Photo credits: Otto Ng/Hang Yip - LAAB
MICROLIBRARY WARAK KAYU

ARCHITECT NAME
SHAU Indonesia

CATEGORY
Civic & Community

COUNTRY
Indonesia

Photo credits: KIE
MON REPOS TURTLE CENTRE

ARCHITECT NAME
Kirk Studio

CATEGORY
Display

COUNTRY
Australia
SCION INNOVATION HUB, TE WHARE NUI O TUTEATA

ARCHITECT NAME
RTA Studio/Irving Smith Architects

CATEGORY
Higher Education & Research

COUNTRY
New Zealand